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We propOse, analyze, and experiment with solution techniques which employ the 
conjugate gradient algorithm coupled witb prediction steps for solving the algebraic 
equations arising at each mesh point in tbe numerical development of solutions of the 
model stiff system 2= AX. A stability and error analysis based on a dichotomization of 
the solutions of the system into rapidly and slowly decaying modes is made, to 
demonstrate the numerical stability of these methods. Stiff problems are char- 
acterized by this dichotomy, and we note that the conjugate gradient algorithm 
improves in effectiveness witb the exaggeration of this characterization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We present a preliminary study of two related results concerning the 
model stiff initial value problem 
i=Ax, t>o, 
(1.1) 
x(0)=x,, 
in N dimensions. That is this initial value problem for matrices A, eigenval- 
ues of which may be negative and of an absolute value which is large 
compared to the reciprocal of the mesh increment employed. The two 
results are (1) a dichotomized stability and error analysis of linear multistep 
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methods appropriate for the stiff problem and (2) several solution techniques 
for solving the algebraic equations associated with the numerical methods. 
The error analysis has a partitioning character and develops error esti- 
mates for the numerical solution of (1.1) relevant to invariant subspaces of 
the matrix A-in particular, relevant to solutions of (1.1) which are slowly 
decaying or are rapidly decaying. 
The solution techniques employ the method of conjugate gradients. The 
conjugate gradient method is especially effective when applied to problems 
in which there are clusters of eigenvalues. (This property was known to the 
early workers in the area of conjugate gradients.) We will see that clusters 
are a characteristic of the stiff problem. The conjugate gradient method is 
augmented by various prediction processes for achieving even more effective 
solution techniques. These prediction processes are in principle seriously 
undermined by scaling difficulties (numerical instability) associated with the 
stiffness. It is the nature of the error analysis that addresses these difficulties 
and that supplies the connection for the two results discussed here. 
The stiff initial value problem can in principle be solved numerically by 
linear multistep methods whose regions of absolute stability contains the 
negative half axis-for example, A(a)-stable methods (see Widhmd [S]) or 
stiffly stable methods (see Gear [l, 21) such as backward differentiation 
formulas. The use of such methods (and most others as well) encounters 
practical difficulty arising from the stiffness in the process of solving, at each 
time step, the algebraic equations generated by the numerical method. The 
stiffness of the problem (1.1) translates into ill conditioning for these alge- 
braic equations. Typical methods for dealing with the stiff problem tend 
themselves to degrade with increasing stiffness (increasing magnitude of the 
spectral radius of A) or with clustering of the eigenvalues of A, especially 
eigenvalues with large magnitude. 
Thus the solution techniques which we propose for the stiff problem find 
their merit in being insensitive to increasing stiffness or clustering, and in 
fact improving in the face of these usually degrading effects. While the error 
analysis is of technical interest in its own right, it is devised here in order to 
demonstrate the computational stability of our numerical techniques. 
In this paper we consider only the model symmetric problem, but we 
expect to extend our algorithms and analysis to a more general framework. 
(A restriction of the error analysis to linear multistep methods of the 
backward differentiation type is made for convenience only.) 
We begin in Sec. 2 with the error analysis. In Sec. 3 we develop the 
computational techniques which employ conjugate gradients. We conclude 
in Sec. 4 with the results of computational experiments which illustrate the 
theory. 
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2. THE DICHOTOMIZED ERROR ANALYSIS 
In this section we introduce a linear multistep method of the backward 
differentiation type for approximating the solution of (1.1). Then we make a 
global error analysis, estimating the error with respect to its development 
with both slowly decaying and rapidly decaying solutions. 
Let h > 0 be a mesh increment, and let t,, = nh, n = 0, 1, . . . , be the points 
of a mesh. Corresponding to a positive integer k, we generate an approxima- 
tion x, to x(t,), n=k,k+l,..., by means of the following difference 
equation: 
(Z-hPA)X,= 2 “iXn-i> 
i-1 
(2.1) 
where I is the N XN identity matrix. 
Starting values x0, xi,. . . , x~._~ for (2.1) will be specified presently. The 
coefficients oi (i=O, . . . , k) and fi of (2.1) are determined by requiring the 
linear multistep operator C, 
to be of order p. That is, f?ti = 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , p. This is equivalent to the 
requirement that the following moment conditions be satisfied: 
k 
E jai=P9 
j=l 
(2.3) 
i j’ai=O, 1=2 ,..., p. 
j=l 
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We may choose p= k, in which case, the (Ye and /3 are uniquely 
determined. Moreover 
l%l<lY k>l, (2.4i) 
o<p<1. (2.4ii) 
These properties of the .(Y~ and of P will be used in the analysis to follow. 
To demonstrate (2.4), we write the moment equations (2.3) in the following 
matrix form 
0 1 1 1 f. 
-1 1 2 3 .- 
0 12 22 32 . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . 
_ 0 lk 2k ;k . . 
1 P 
k a1 
k2 
kk__cx, 
Using Cramer’s rule, we find 
I-1 1 2 +.. k-l 
0 12 22 . . . 
‘Yk=(-l)k+l . . . 
(k-1)2 
. . . . . . 
0 lk 2k . . . (k- lJk 
where 
and 
L 
1 
0 
= 
-:I 
(2.5) 
1 LOJ 
l2 22 . . . k2 
13 23 . . . k3 
D,=. . 
. . 
2.k . . . k’k 
0 1 1 *** 1 
-1 1 2 ..* k 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 1k 2k . . . ik 
1 1 ... 1 
l2 22 . . . k2 
Ak’. . . . . . . . 
lk 2’ . . . ;k 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Setting 
so that 
we find 
yk= n (/+)T 
l<i<i<k 
&=(k-1)&-l, 
Thus using (2.6)-(2.11), we find 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(Yk=(-l) -= k@$! (-qk (k-l)! 
(k-l)!+ x +! ’ 
(2.12) 
i<k i i<k 
which demonstrates (2.4i). Similarly we find 
(2.13) 
which demonstrates (2.4ii). 
Table 1 lists solutions of (2.3) for k = 1,2,3. 
We now partition the spectrum a(A) of A. We suppose that o(A) = 
a~( A) u a,( A) and that there exist constants m and M such that 
O<m<l<M, (2.14) 
and such that 
IAI>M, h-,(A), 
Ihl(m, hEus( 
(2.15) 
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Let L and S denote the invariant subspaces of RN which correspond to uL 
and a,, respectively. 
It is well known that when a,(A) is empty, then the local error 
corresponding to (2.1) is O((hm)P+‘). Our object is to estimate this local (and 
then global) error when uL is not empty, and in particular, to characterize 
the error in both L and S. 
Let the starting values for the recurrence (2.1) be given by 
Xi=KiXO, i=l,..., k-l, (2.16) 
where x,, is the specified initial data. We suppose that the operators 
K I,“‘, K,_ I have the same invariant subspace structure as does the matrix 
A. We denote this solution of (2.1) as 
Xn=KnXO, n>k. (2.17) 
Using (2.4ii), we see that the operators K,, n > k, are well defined and that 
they also have the same invariant subspace structure as A. 
Since the exact solution of (1.1) at t= t, is enhAre, we cab 
Tn=enhA-K,,, n=O,l ,..., (2.18) 
the global error (operator) at t= t,,. T, also has the same invariant subspace 
structure as A. 
According to the definition of c and the K,, we note that 
C(K,)=pB~A)K,- i cWi~,_i=~, n>k. (2.19) 
i=l 
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On the other hand, we write 
R,rf?(etmA)=(I-phA)enhA- n>k. (2.20) 
Subtracting these last two relations gives 
(I- hpA)T,,- i CY~T,_~= R,, n>k. (2.21) 
i=l 
Since R, is invariant on S and on L, it is meaningful to consider the 
norms JIR,Is)) and IIR,,IJ. Then (2.3) and (2.20) yield the following esti- 
mates of these two quantities: 
IIR,lA=~((h~)P+‘), n>k, (2.22) 
and 
llRnILll=O(e-(“-k)hM), n>k. (2.23) 
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) comprise a dichotomized estimate (with 
respect to the invariant subspaces S and L of A) of R,. Our object is to find 
a corresponding estimate for the global error T,,. Such an error estimate is 
the subject of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the starting values x0,. . . , x&__l, are d&mined 
so that 
Il~l,il=“( l+;h&f 3 j=O ,..., k-l, 
llI;.I,ll =O((mh)P+l), j=O ,..., k-l. 
(2.24i) 
(2.24ii) 
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Then provi&d that M is sufficiently large, we have 
(2.25i) 
=q(hm)p)tn, n>k. (2.25ii) 
To prove this theorem, we will require a stability estimate which is a 
refinement of the estimate provided by the classical root condition and 
which exploits the large magnitude of the eigenvalues in uL( A). This stability 
estimate is the subject of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p(z) = (~,--E~_~a~z~. Suppose that a,#O, so that 
[p(z)l-l=~~_~~nz n is a convergent power series in some neighborhood of 
z=O. Let ]a,]<l, and choose a constant 6>0 so that l-]a,]-6>0. If 
]a,l>l and.“ 
l%l> 
then 
k-l 
Ix I”fl 
j-l 
l-ICY,]-6 I 
k 
(2.26) 
Before proving this lemma, we make the following observation. 
REMARK 2.3. As will be seen in the proof of the lemma to follow, the 
conditions 1 ak I < 1 and I a0 I > 1 locate the roots of p(z) outside of the disc 
I z I < Ia,, I vk [cf. (2.28)]. Thi s 0 servation prompts our earlier statement b 
describing the content of Lemma 2.2 as a refinement of the root condition. 
Notice that the condition I cxk I < 1, comes from the moment conditions (2.3) 
[see (2.4i)l. Since (as we will see) cxa is of this form 1 + PhM, achieving the 
condition I a0 I > 1 depends on the moment conditions as well [see (2.4ii)l. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.2. rn is given by 
1 
# 
dz 
?3= 2ai 
Izl=r 
zn+lp(z) ’ 
provided that all of the roots of p(z) = 0 be outside of the disc 1 z 1 =G T. Then 
I&i l 
,“;i=” IP( * 
(2.27) 
I I 
We assert that we may choose 
(2.28) 
To see this, set 
k-l 
g(z)= x aid, 
j=l 
so that 
PC4 =m -g(z). 
We will use Rouche’s theorem to determine the location of the roots of 
~(z)~;~O. First we note that the roots of f(z) = 0 lie on the circle I z I = 
~aO~I,k//ak~ * ‘jk Since I ak I < 1, these roots lie outside the circle (z I = r= 
a0 ’ 
On the circle ) z ( = T, we have the following estimates for ( f( z)l and 
(g( z)I, respectively: 
If(’ I"O@- lakl)y 
C’l~ol~ 1) 
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Thus on the circle 1 z I= r, we have 
I?44 > If(4l- ld4I 
k-l 
r 
I2 I”jl 
>la,l l-l+E 
I%ll’k 
k-l 
Thus Rouche’s theorem locates all of the roots of p(z) = 0 outside of the 
circle I z I = r. Then from (2.27), we have 
which gives the assertion of this lemma. n 
Having established the lemma, we now turn to the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We obtain the estimates (2.25) by first solving the 
inhomogeneous difference equation (2.21). To do this, set 
T(z)= 5 Tnzn, 
n=k 
R(z)= 5 RnZn, 
n=k 
S(z)=(I-@A)- 2 C+ 
j=l 
(2.29) 
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Using these, multiply (2.21) by 2” and sum the result over n from k to 
infinity. We find 
k k+j--1 
S(z)T(z)- x 2 atTn_iZn=R(Z). 
i-1 n=k 
(2.30) 
Writing 
k k+/-1 
Z(x)= 2 z "J& 
j=l n=k 
k-l k 
=Zk x- 2 “&+k_/Z” 
n'=Of=n'+l 
k-l 
=zk 2 z,t& 
n’=O 
(2.30) becomes 
S(z)T(z)=Z(z)+R(z). 
ThUS 
T(z)=[S(z)]-‘[Z(x)+R(z)]. 
Since A is negative definite, [S(z)] - ‘exists in some neighborhood of z = 0 
and has a power series expansion which we write as follows: 
co 
[S(z)] -l= x U”,“. 
n=O 
Therefore 
T,,= 2 UiZj+ x (?iRi, n>k. (2.31) 
i+i=n-k i+j=n 
i<k 
To estimate T, 1 L, we use Lemma 2.2 (and we refer to [4] for extending 
the scalar estimate to the matricial case). Equations (2.4i) and (2.4ii) assure 
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us that the hypotheses of the lemma are fulfilled. Then using (2.26), we have 
(2.32) 
where c is some constant independent of n and M. Then appealing to (2.31), 
we have 
For the first term here, we have 
“(( l+;hMr'k)' 
(2-W 
@W 
For the second term in (2X3), we have, appealing to (2.32) and (2.23), 
that 
where c is an appropriate constant. 
Introducing 0 = (1 + /3hM) and w = hM, we sum the right member of 
(2.35) and write it as 
ew c-1 
n-k+1 
e-(n-k)w &k 
-1 
-(n-k)wV(n-k)/k 
C 
V e’O- ,,l/k 
e (2.36) 
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Now @ < i ew if hM is large, e.g., hM > 2. In this case the right member of 
(2.36) is bounded by 
Inserting this into (2.35) demonstrates (2.25i). 
The corresponding estimate for T,, 1 s is the classical global error estimate 
for linear multistep methods of the backward differentiation formula type. 
Thus we may conclude that 
by referring to [2] and then to [4], where the scalar estimate is extended to 
the matricial case. Combining this estimate for ]]a,],]] with (2.31), (2.24ii), 
and (2.22), we get 
i+j=n-k 
i<k 
i+j=n 
= O((hm)P+‘)n 
demonstrating (2.25ii) and completing the proof of the theorem. n 
3. ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we formulate several algorithms for the specific computa- 
tional problem derived in Sec. 2 [see (3.5) below]. We begin with a 
description of the conjugate gradient algorithm and comments concerning its 
utility for dealing with clusters. Then we describe our algorithms, including a 
tally of the work which each requires. Finally we employ the dichotomized 
error analysis of Sec. 2 to settle the question of numerical stability (scaling) 
for the algorithm. 
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Let B be a symmetric and positive definite N X N matrix. Corresponding 
to the N-dimensional system 
Bx-b, (3.1) 
whose solution we denote by x*, the conjugate gradient algorithm is defined 
recursively as follows: 
Given xi, ri and pi, compute 
(‘i, 'i) 
ui= (Bp,, pi) ’ 
xi+l=xi+uipiY 
‘i+ 1 =ri-aiBp,, 
Pt+l=Ti+l+biPi, 
(3.2) 
where 
b.= ( T+lp ri+l) t (ri,Ti) ) i=1,2 ,... . 
The initial values of this recursion are taken to be 
x,=0, r,,=p,,=b. (3.3) 
The conjugate gradient algorithm is an iterative scheme which converges 
in principle in N (the dimension) or fewer steps. Thus in fact, it is an 
elimination method as well, and therefore its convergence is not determined 
by a condition of the type (necessary and sufficient for the convergence of 
linear iterations) that a(A) lies in some moderately sized disc in the complex 
plane. Such a condition is hardly available in any practical sense for stiff 
systems [such as (3.5)]. 
When A is symmetric and positive, the conjugate gradient algorithm 
furnishes favorable properties for systems whose spectrum tends to cluster. 
Indeed, partition the spectrum of A into uL( A) and us(A), and suppose that 
the cardinality of uL(A) is ] uL(A)] = 2. Then u(A) may be viewed as com- 
posed of I+ 1 clusters. One cluster is a,( A) itself, while each of the 
eigenvalues in uL(A) comprises a separate cluster. In fact if the eigenvalues 
in uL(A) tend to cluster among themselves, the situation with respect to the 
conjugate gradient method will be even further improved. 
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These claims will be seen to follow from the following error estimate for 
the method of conjugate gradients. If the eigenvalues of B are greater than or 
equal to one [cf. (3.5)], then 
IIx,-x*112<min(B-‘R(B)b,R(B)b), (3.4) 
where the minimum is taken over all polynomials R(z) of degree s or less 
and which are normalized by R(O)= 1 (cf. [3], [5]). Thus the value of 
(B- ‘R( B)b, R( B)b) for any such polynomial R(z) provides an upper bound 
for ((x8--x*])~. 
The computational problem derived in Sec. 2, and to which we will 
apply the conjugate gradient algorithm, is the solution for each n > k of 
Bx,-(I-h/?A)x,=b, 
(3.5) 
b-b,,= i “ixn_i, 
/=I 
[cf. (241. 
Algorithms 
We propose three algorithms for treating (3.5). 
&o* Apply the method of conjugate gradients directly to (3.5). 
a,* Make a prediction xf, of the solution of (3.5) where 
xt,=b+hpAb. (34 
For the residual of this prediction, p1 = b - (I- h/?A)xf,, we have 
p1 = h2fi 2A2 b . (3.7) 
Clearly p1 ( s= 0( h2m2j3’), but p1 1 L 2 0(h2M2). Thus the prediction, while 
good on S, is very poor on L. 
Writing the solution x, of (3.5) as 
x,=x;+& (3.8) 
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we have 
(I-hhpA)u'=p'. (3.9) 
The algorithm consists of applying the method of conjugate gradients to (3.9) 
to compute t?, and then to determine x, from (3.8). 
azp* This algorithm, which is an extension of Algi, begins with the 
prediction 
x,p=(Z+h/?A+... +hp/F’AP)b (3.10) 
of the solution to (3.5). The corresponding residual pp is 
pP=(hpA)‘+‘b. (3.11) 
Writing the solution x, of (3.5) as 
x,=x;+vp, (3.12) 
we have that 
(I-hpA)up=pp. (3.13) 
The algorithm consists of applying the method of conjugate gradients to 
(3.13) to compute VP, and then to determine X, from (3.12). 
If UP*(‘) is the vector produced by s steps of the method of conjugate 
gradients, and setting x2) = XI: + uPVCS), notice that 
x,_~~)=x~+~P_(x~+~P.(s))=DP_DP.(~), p=1,2 ,... . (3.14) 
To determine the effectiveness of these algorithms, we employ (3.4). 
Recalling that 1 UJ A)1 = I, set 
R(p)= Ii (l-f), pj=l-h&. 
i-l t 
Then we will see that for an approximation produced by 1 conjugate gradient 
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steps, the algorithms yield the following results, respectively. 
Il~jll)-r,II=0(1), (3.16.0) 
11 u1,(z)-u1 1 = 0(h2m2/32), (3.16.1) 
We verify this estimate in the case (3.16.1). Since the pLi are the 
eigenvalues of B [cf. (3.5) and (3.15)], 
N R2W (B-‘qB)d, R(B)pl)= 2 TlP:12* (3.17) 
i=l I 
where pi is the component of p1 in the eigenspace corresponding to pLi. 
(There is an implicit assumption of simplicity of the eigenvalues, made here 
for reasons of convenience and easily avoided.) Since R2( pi) = 0 for pi E uL( B), 
we obtain 
1(x --x(z))(2< z R2(y.) n n ~lP:12<O(llP11sll)=0(h2~2P2), (3.18) 
(ilPi=s(e)) pi 
by appealing to (3.14) for the left member here and to (3.7) for the right. 
If the eigenvalues in u,.(B) themselves fall into d different clusters K,, 
i=l , . . . , d, the polynomial (3.15) may be replaced by 
(3.19) 
where yi is the center of the ith such cluster. Correspondingly we execute 
d < 2 steps of the conjugate gradient algorithm. The error estimate is de- 
graded, since IId = 0 is replaced by 
(3.20) 
The error estimate (3.18) shows the value of a prediction. On the 
subspace S the prediction annihilates the error in the solution we seek to the 
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TABLE 2 
i NCG Work 
0 z+p+ 1 W 
1 z+p-1 W-0 
P 1 w-p0 
accuracy 0( hP+ ‘) of the linear multistep method [cf. (3.11)]. The conjugate 
gradient algorithm does not disturb this accomplishment, but proceeds to 
annihilate the remaining error which is in L, by use of a number of steps not 
exceeding the cardinality I of Us. If we proceed further with (say) q 
conjugate gradient steps, the error bound will be improved by a factor h/3m 
per step. This follows because such steps consist principally of solving an 
equation in S. Since in S, the eigenvalues of Z-/3&! cluster around unity, 
[i.e., are of the form l- hph: cf. (3.9)], this claim is verified by using the 
previous argument and the following polynomial: 
R(p)= Ii (l- -+-8)‘. 
i=l 
In Table 2, we list the approximate number of conjugate gradient steps 
(NCG) required to achieve an error bound of the size 0(( hmfl)P+ ‘) for each 
of the three algorithms Algi, i= 0, 1, p. 
Work Needed for the Algorithms 
(3.2) shows that each conjugate gradient step requires a single matrix 
multiplication (say w units of work) and two inner products (say r units of 
work each). Preprocessing for the prediction step shows that it requires a 
single matrix multiplication (w units of work). We neglect the minor ancillary 
arithmetic operations in our count. Since an inner product is l/N times the 
work of a matrix product, we ignore r compared to o as well. In Table 2, we 
tabulate the work needed to produce an error bound of this size O((hmp)P+‘) 
for these algorithms. In that table, we use the abbreviation 
W=(Z+p+l)o. (3.21) 
A Scaling Question 
The prediction step amplifies by factors of the size O((hhi)P+‘). While 
these factors are small for the hi in S, they are enormous for the Xi inL. A 
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large prediction gives a large residual, and in turn, a large correction which 
must combine [see (3.8) or (3.12)] to produce a moderate result. This is a 
well-known computational situation to be avoided. The efficacy of prediction 
as shown in Table 2 can, however, be redeemed by exploiting the nature of 
the solution of the problem treated as characterized dichotomously in 
Theorem 2.1. 
The solution of the differential equation decays exponentially, with time 
constants which act algebraically, as we have just observed, in the prediction 
process. Theorem 2.1 shows that the global error decays geometrically on L 
[see (2.25i)]. Thus the numerical solution will decay likewise on L. Thus the 
prediction process, amplifying by factors of the form O(hPhP), will give a 
residual of the size 
O(h 
1 
1+/3hM 
in L [i.e., for XEU,(A)]. Thus if n is large enough compared to p, this 
TABLE 3 
k=l 
n NCG, NCG, TA,x lo5 TA, X 10’ TE, =1 
1 7 5 0.244 2.0 .0277 .0277 
2 6 4 0.487 3.96 a307 .a307 
3 6 4 0.729 5.88 .0418 .0418 
4 6 4 0.97 7.76 a505 a505 
5 6 4 1.21 9.6 a573 a73 
k=2 
n NCGoNCG1NCG2TA,X103 TA,X103 TA,x103~,X103TE,X103~,X103 
15 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 4 3 0.896 0.00601 0.056 11.0 11.0 10.9 
45 4 3 2.07 0.0139 0.839 2.7 1.59 0.775 
55 4 3 3.32 0.0223 1.83 4.2 2.34 0.524 
65 4 3 4.57 omO8 2.83 5.0 2.98 0.265 
75 4 3 5.82 0.0392 3.07 8.3 3.48 0.0767 
8 5 4 3 7.04 0.0474 4.06 9.5 3.87 0.212 
95 4 3 8.24 0.0555 4.52 1.1 4.15 0.377 
105 4 3 9.41 0.0634 4.85 5.13 4.34 0.413 
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residual is not at all large and the scaling problem is vacuous. Indeed, we 
may see in Table 3, which shows the result of computational experiments, 
that n= 1 is too small but n > 2 large enough to control the scaling problem. 
In particular, notice in that table that the number of conjugate gradient steps 
(NCG) needed to achieve a specified level of accuracy drops in passing from 
n= 1 to n = 2. The degree of improvement is proportional to the degree of 
prediction, as we expect. These computational experiments are described in 
detail in the next section. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we illustrate the theory developed here by giving the 
results of computational experiments using the two algorithms Alga and Alg, 
in the case k= 1 and the three algorithms Alga, Alg,, and Algs in the case 
k=2 (cf. Table 1). 
We take N= 10, and for the spectrum of A, we take u( -A) = 
{lo’, lo’, 104, 104, 103, 1,lO -I, 10 -2, 10 -3, 10 -“}. Note that this spectrum 
has three clusters of large eigenvalues, i.e., Z=3. The mesh increment is 
chosen to be h=O.l. 
To provide a definite and a symmetric A, and one for which the exact 
solution of the differential equation could be found, we selected a random 
NX N matrix 5. This S is replaced by S obtained by orthononnalizing the 
- _ columns of S. Finally 
A= SRST, 
where A is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal 
taken in order. The initial vector is chosen to be 
x(0)=(1,2,3 ,..., 10). 
entries are those of u(A) 
Starting values for the case k = 2 are determined by an application of the 
algorithm for the case k = 1. 
We denote by TE the Euclidean norm of the global error, and by TA the 
Euclidean norm of the algebraic error [i.e. the error between the exact 
solution of (3.5) and the solution produced by our methods]. For purposes of 
comparison the exact solution of the differential equation and of (3.5), where 
needed, are produced to at least ten figures. The latter is produced by an 
elimination method. 
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We denote by NCG, the number of conjugate gradient steps needed to 
produce convergence of Alg,, i = 0, 1,2, to the tolerance hp. 
LXwussion 
Results of our experiments are displayed in Table 3. The stopping 
tolerance is h2=0.01. Thus each algorithm uses as many conjugate gradient 
steps as are required to reduce the algebraic error (TA) to 0.01. Examining 
the row n = 10 in the case k = 2 of the table, we see that the actual algebraic 
errors (TA) achieved there are 9.41 X 10-3, 0.0634 X 10P3, and 4.85 X 10P3, 
respectively. Such wide variations are characteristic in the table and point up 
the sensitivity of the algorithms to a single conjugate gradient step. Thus 
while the value 0.0634 X 10m3 referred to, which is produced by NCG, =4 
conjugate gradient steps, is much smaller than necessary, the fact is that 
three such steps fail to achieve the tolerance 0.01 for Alg,. The correspond- 
ing global errors (TE) are less widely varied. In fact the global errors tend to 
improve with passage from Alg,+Alg,--+Alg2. Thus the more elaborate 
algorithm gives a generally better result with less work (lower NCG). 
Since Z= 3 and p = 2 in the experiments, Table 2 predicts that NCG, = 3, 
NCG, = 4, and NCG, = 6. These actual values are 3,4, and 5 respectively, in 
quite good agreement. 
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